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EDITORIAL
The Primary Care Provider (Family Physician
and Nurse Practitioner)-Specialist: Partnership

O

ver the last number of years, I have written and/or edited numerous supplements for The Canadian Journal of
Urology (CJU) on the theme of “update or guidebook” in the management of urologic conditions by the family
care physician (FP). It had become evident to us that patients with so many urologic conditions such as urinary
tract infections, benign prostatic obstruction, overactive bladder, erectile dysfunction, hypogonadism and elevated
prostatic-specific antigen (PSA) to name just a few, first present to the primary care provider (PCP) for diagnosis
and management.
In this past decade, I have had the privilege of addressing, either directly or through the CJU, literally tens of
thousands of PCP’s on these topics.
The feedback has always been very gratifying as the PCP’s express their appreciation for providing them the tools
and knowledge to diagnose and initiate evidence-based therapy for some of these conditions, as well as been given
the understanding when to escalate to the Urologist.
Prostate Cancer, the number one diagnosed cancer in man and the second or third commonest killing cancer
in North American men, has always been confusing and scary for the PCP. Confusing, because they have been
told that it is a benign disease for which previous task forces both in the USA and Canada have discouraged
PSA screening and also scary because they have all had patients with “BAD” prostate cancer that was missed or
patients diagnosed with aggressive prostate cancer that, if not treated , would have died. It is also difficult, because
as with every type of cancer, there is always a chance that the curative treatment whether surgical or radiation,
may cause certain physical/lifestyle side effects and the medical therapy may also exacerbate or accelerate other
medical conditions/co-morbidities.
In this latest supplement we have addressed the issues surrounding prostate cancer. It is obvious that the PCP
plays a critical role at all levels in patient management. I am never surprised when a patient that has been referred
to me by his PCP for diagnosis and ultimately confirmation of his prostate cancer, having discussed the options
and recommendations, will in about 80% of the cases then inform me that he is going back to his PCP to discuss
the problem and make a joint decision on management.
This supplement is being written to provide the 2020 recommendations and insights into the diagnosis and
management of prostate cancer and the potential sequelae of management, always with the role of the PCP being
defined.
In our first article: on the Diagnosis of Prostate Cancer: by Zorn, Barkin et al, we review the task force
recommendations and discuss why they may have been incorrect. We then give an extensive update as to the
utility of PSA and its variants by the PCP, to help determine which patients should have a biopsy or the use of
additional new biomarkers or other diagnostic tests to support the suspicion of clinically significant prostate
cancer, before doing the biopsy.1
In the next article by Singal et al, Androgen Deprivation Therapy(ADT): and all of its components, we again
present the thought process as to in whom and why to use ADT, being aware of its potential risks and benefits.
There are certain potential side effects and interactions that the urologist and the PCP must be aware of, address
and manage in prostate cancer patients using hormonal blockade.2
© The Canadian Journal of Urology™; 27(Supplement 1); February 2020
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Finally, in the third article by Elterman et al: Management of the E.D. and/or Incontinence Secondary to Prostate
Cancer Management. The authors review the medical and interventional management of these potential side
effects after either surgery or radiation for the eradication of prostate cancer in your patients.3
We hope that this supplement will identify and confirm the respective roles and partnership between the PCP and
Urologist in the diagnosis of prostate cancer and the sequelae of its primary treatment and medical management.
Dr. Jack Barkin
Clinical Professor
Department of Surgery,
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Executive Deputy Editor
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Prostate cancer screening remains highly controversial in
medicine. The College of Family Physicians of Canada
currently endorses positions that recommend against
prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening in men of
all ages, while the Canadian Urological Association
recommends shared and informed decision making for
PSA screening in men 50-70 years old. Unfortunately,
these opposing stances have left Family Physicians

Prostate cancer screening
The goal of prostate cancer screening is the early
detection of clinically significant prostate cancer as
opposed to low-risk disease that would otherwise have
no clinical impact. Despite all the advances in screening
technology, prostate cancer screening remains one of
the most controversial topics in urology. In a Cochrane
review published in 2013, systematic prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) screening resulted in higher diagnoses
of prostate cancer but yielded no benefits for overall
survival (OS; RR: 1.00; 95% CI, 0.96-1.03) or cancerspecific survival (CSS; RR: 1.00; 95% CI, 0.86-1.17).1,2

Address correspondence to Dr. Kevin C. Zorn, University of
Montreal Hospital Center (CHUM), 235 Rene Levesque Est,
Suite 301, Montréal, QC H2X 1N8 Canada

responsible for interpreting the appropriate course of
action for their patients. Recent studies demonstrating
an increase in incidence of metastatic prostate cancer have
led to our support of the Canadian Urological Association
recommendations.
In an attempt to facilitate initial patient investigation, this
article aims to outline current prostate cancer screening
recommendations, as well as the various screening
modalities available. The utility of PSA-based tests,
serum and non-serum biomarkers, and multiparametric
magnetic resonance imaging is discussed and evaluated.
Key Words: biomarkers, prostate cancer screening,
recommendations

Moreover, screening-associated overdiagnosis and
overtreatment, with consequences such as decreased
patient quality of life and economic burden on the
system, have led to guidelines discouraging the
use of systematic PSA screening in Europe and the
United States.3 However, based on the conclusions of
three randomized control trials (the Prostate, Lung,
Colon, and Ovarian screening trial (PLCO), 4 the
European Randomized Study of Screen for Prostate
Cancer (ERSPC; 21% RR reduction in prostate cancer
mortality),5 and the Goteborg randomized trial of
PSA screening (42% RR reduction in prostate cancer
mortality), 6 the Canadian Urological Association
(CUA) concluded that PSA screening appears to
reduce prostate cancer mortality, supporting their
suggestion to have a discussion about screening in
men between the ages of 50-70 who were interested in
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pursuing examinations.7 Despite the recommendation
to offer PSA screening, the CUA recognizes the risk of
overdiagnosis and overtreatment, especially since up
to 67% of men diagnosed with prostate cancer will be
identified as having clinically insignificant disease (no
impact on morbidity or mortality).7 Therefore, there
is a large emphasis on the importance of detailed
investigation prior to proceeding with prostate biopsy.
Investigations including PSA measurements and its
variants, emerging serum and non-serum biomarkers,
and new prostate imaging techniques will help guide
clinical decision-making, with the aim to reduce
unnecessary prostate biopsies.

Informed decision-making
It is necessary to hold a thorough discussion regarding
the pursuit of prostate cancer screening with patients
meeting screening recommendation criteria as per CUA
recommendations highlighted below.7 It is essential
to outline both the benefits and risks associated with
prostate cancer screening while taking into account
the personal values and interests of the patient.
Important risks of prostate cancer screening include
potential harm from prostate biopsy (e.g. bleeding,
infection or sepsis) and psychological stress endured
by the diagnosis of prostate cancer, specifically in cases
where men may not have clinically significant disease.
Consequently, the CUA stresses that prostate screening
is to remain an individualized process. Informed men
between the ages of 50-70 requesting prostate cancer
screening should be given a digital rectum examination
(DRE) and PSA testing.

The College of Family Physicians of Canada
and CUA stances on prostate cancer screening
In 2012, the United States Preventative Services
Task Force (USPSTF), a panel that did not include
urologists or cancer specialists, recommended against
PSA screening on the basis that the small decrease in
mortality provided by screening does not outweigh the
harms of screening and overdiagnosis.8 Following suit
in 2014, the Canadian Task Force on Preventative Health
Care (CTFPHC) published a strong recommendation
against PSA screening in men less than 55 years of age,
and men greater than 70 years of age. In addition, they
recommended against PSA screening for men between
the ages of 55-69 years.9 Subsequently, the College of
Family Physicians of Canada (CFPC) endorsed the
statements of the CTFPHC. This opinion opposed
statements made by both the CUA,7 the American
Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), 10 and other

4

societies,3,11 which recommended shared decision
making for PSA screening in men aged 50-70 and 5569, respectively. Unfortunately, this has left Family
Physicians hesitant because of two contradictory
positions on PSA screening without clear direction.
Following the recommendations of the USPSTF
against PSA screening, studies were employed to
determine long term outcomes. In the 2 years following
USPSTF recommendations, there was a significant
decrease in PSA screening tests administered and
biopsy volume decreased by 31%. It was also reported
that patients were more likely to be diagnosed
with high-risk disease/metastatic disease and less
likely to be diagnosed with intermediate-risk/
curable disease.12 It is important to note that these
conclusions were drawn from registry-based studies,
which may have overemphasized the potential
downside of the recommendation against use of
PSA testing without considerations for the pitfalls
such as overtreatment. Nonetheless, analysis of the
USPSTF recommendations found major flaws in the
trials on which the recommendations were based. In
depth analysis revealed a high rate of non-protocol
PSA measurements in the control group, which may
have rendered the results of the trial inconclusive. In
addition, authors found that the trials had a median
follow up of approximately 10 years, which was
believed to be inadequate for slowly progressing
prostate cancer. Some of the other studies used when
performed in pure – unscreened or contaminated
populations, show increased survival and a smaller
number of patients needed to screen to cure one
individual.13 Furthermore, an epidemiological study
in 2018 found that the incidence of metastatic prostate
cancer in the United States was increasing by 2.74%/
yr in 2012 following the statements of the USPSTF,
compared to a previous decline in metastatic prostate
cancer incidence by 1.45%/yr in 2007.14 Another
imperative aspect to consider was that one of the major
rationales behind the recommendations of the USPSTF
and the CTFPHC was the overtreatment of low-risk
prostate cancer and its associated morbidity. In 2009,
conservative management was utilized in 6.7% of
cases of low-risk prostate cancer in the United States.
Between 2010 and 2013, conservative management
for men with low-risk PCa, rose sharply to 40.4% of
cases 15. An increased uptake of active surveillance as
a treatment modality demonstrated that urologists are
being more responsible with low-risk and intermediaterisk patients; thus, more responsible with PSA screening
results. This, as well as a concerning trend of increased
high-risk disease at presentation, has led to our strong
support of CUA guidelines on PSA screening.

© The Canadian Journal of Urology™; 27(Supplement 1); February 2020
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PSA screening recommendations, Figure 1
For men electing to undergo PSA screening, the
CUA recommends that PSA measurements begin at
age 50 for most men, and at age 45 for men with an
increased risk of developing prostate cancer.7 Primary
risk factors for prostate cancer that influence PSA
screening practices include age (> 50 yr) and family
history of prostate cancer. In men aged < 50 years,
history of prostate cancer in a first-degree or second
degree relative conferred a five-fold and two-fold risk
of receiving a prostate cancer diagnosis, respectively,
and therefore screening can be offered at 45 years.16
Men with African ethnicity origin show higher
incidences of prostate cancer and generally have a
more lethal course of disease and therefore can be
offered screening at 45 years. 17 Interestingly, the
risk of developing metastatic prostate cancer within
15 years in men less than 45 years was very low,
including men who tested in top PSA percentiles.
Therefore, PSA screening for men under 45 is unlikely
to provide any benefit.16
Since 2017, the CUA guidelines suggest that the
interval between PSA testing should be based upon
initial PSA measurements. For men with PSA < 1 ng/mL,
PSA testing should be repeated every 4 years, as
the risk of developing metastatic disease within 15
years for a man of any age with a PSA < 1 ng/mL is
very low.7 Baseline PSA levels above 1 ng/mL are at
increased risk of clinically significant prostate cancer
and/or prostate cancer metastasis several decades
later18,19 and therefore the CUA recommends offering
repeat PSA screening every 2 years. For PSA levels
> 3 ng/mL, the CUA have not specified an optimal

testing interval, but recommend more frequent PSA
testing and further investigations with adjunctive
testing strategies (PSA velocity, PSA density and
percent free PSA).
As per CUA recommendations, screening
discontinuation should be based on current PSA levels
and life expectancy. For asymptomatic men at age
60 with PSA level < 1 ng/mL, the risk of developing
metastatic prostate cancer is low and therefore
standard screening is no longer justified.7 Similarly,
the CUA recommends discontinuing PSA screening
in asymptomatic men at age 70 as the ERSPC trial
concluded that screening at > 70 yr did not reduce
prostate cancer mortality,5 though PSA testing can be
continued in those who are interested. In addition,
the CUA recommends discontinuing PSA screening
in men with a life expectancy less than 10 years. For
men with a high risk of mortality from external factors,
PSA screening is unlikely to provide any benefit and
therefore should not be offered or can be discontinued.20
Ultimately, the health care provider should take into
account the patient’s current age, general health status,
and values/interests when deciding to offer PSA
screening.

PSA investigations

Most prostate cancers are located in the peripheral zone
of the prostate and pathologies may be detected by DRE
when volume > 0.2 mL. Serum PSA is an organ-specific
but not cancer-specific serum marker, and therefore
can be elevated in non-malignant prostate pathologies
such as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), and
prostatitis. Moreover, men may present with prostate
cancer despite having low serum
PSA.21 Clinically, prostate cancer
is suspected on the basis of
abnormal DRE and/or elevated
PSA levels. In asymptomatic
men with total serum PSA levels
between 2-10 ng/mL, further
risk investigation including
prostate volume assessment
to calculate PSA density, PSA
kinetics, and free/total PSA
ratio are recommended prior to
proceeding with prostate biopsy.3
Initial prostate investigations
begin with serum PSA levels,
Figure 1. Prostate cancer screening decision-making algorithm. a) Discontinue
its variants, and the DRE and
screening in asymptomatic men if age > 60 and PSA < 1 ng/mL. b) e.g., Free/
should be used in accordance
total PSA, serum and non-serum biomarker tests, etc. PSA = prostate-specific
to guide clinical decisionantigen.
making.
© The Canadian Journal of Urology™; 27(Supplement 1); February 2020
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PSA density

PSA density (PSAD) is the serum PSA divided by
transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-determined prostate
volume. Prostate volume can also be assessed by
transabdominal ultrasound, CT imaging or MRI.
Some studies have shown that a PSAD threshold of
< 0.15 ng/mL/cm3 in a highly selected population
with limited cancer on biopsy distinguished men with
insignificant tumors,22 whereas other studies failed to
validate these findings.7 The CUA therefore discourages
the use of PSAD alone but instead suggests that it should
be used as an adjuvant to absolute PSA levels in order
to contribute to clinical decision-making.

PSA kinetics

PSA velocity (PSAV), the absolute annual increase in
serum PSA (ng/mL/year), and PSA doubling time
(PSADT) are both measures of how serum PSA is
changing over time. Indeed, substantial increases
in PSA over time is concerning and warrants
further investigations. Some studies have shown
that a PSAV greater than 0.75 ng/mL/year indicate
increased risk of prostate cancer, and that PSAV may
potentially be used as a prognostic tool for prostate
cancer treatment, while other studies have shown
conflicting evidence.7 Additionally, PSA kinetics
are limited as a diagnostic tool due to variations
in PSA measurement intervals. As such, the CUA
discourages the use of PSA kinetics alone; it should
be used to provide additional information about
prostate cancer risk.

Free/total PSA ratio

The ratio of free to total PSA is useful for men with
a total PSA of 4-10 ng/mL and a negative DRE.
Studies preceding the use of biomarkers and MRI
to determine prostate cancer risk (discussed below)
demonstrated that prostate cancer was detected by
biopsy in 56% of men with a free-to-total ratio less
than 0.1 ng/mL, but in only 8% of men with a freeto-total ratio greater than 0.25 ng/mL.23 In other
words, a higher free-to-total ratio was found to
confer a lower risk of harboring prostate cancer. It
is important to note that the free-to-total PSA ratio
has no clinical use if serum PSA is > 10 ng/mL or
during follow up for known prostate cancer.3 Similar
to serum PSA levels, the free/total PSA ratio can
fluctuate, thus repeated testing is necessary before
clinical decision-making. As such, the CUA does not
recommend using the free/total PSA ratio alone for
clinical decision-making, but it is an effective tool for
men with elevated serum PSA levels in determining
if prostate biopsy is necessary.

6

Prostate cancer related biomarkers
In order to avoid unnecessary biopsies, the European
Association of Urology (EAU) recommend that all
asymptomatic men with PSA between 2-10 ng/mL
receive further risk assessment in addition to PSA
measurements and its variants. Further investigation
includes either a validated prostate cancer risk
calculator, or additional biomarker testing (4Kscore, PHI
test, or PCA3 test).3 The CUA recognizes that in men
with moderately elevated PSA (2-10 ng/mL), biomarker
tests such as the 4Kscore, PHI, PCA3, SelectMDx, and
ExoDx are emerging as very effective tools in predicting
clinically significant prostate cancer when compared
to PSA measurements alone. At the current moment,
many of these tests are not publicly funded in Canada,7
nonetheless, their use is increasing in the urology
community due to their effectiveness and potential to
reduce unnecessary prostate biopsies from occurring.

Serum liquid Testing; 4Kscore

Aside from direct PSA related measurements, additional
biomarkers measured in patients’ blood serum may be
used to estimate prostate cancer risk. The four-kallikrein
panel (4Kscore) is a test that measures free, total, and
intact PSA and human kallikrein-like peptidase 2. The
test combines these results with age, DRE results, and
prior biopsy status to estimate patient risk of harboring
“clinically significant “ cancer meaning Gleason 7 or
greater disease.7 Although popular since it was one
of the first biomarker tests available, the 4Kscore relies
heavily on PSA parameters, presenting a large problem
for the select population of men harboring clinically
significant disease without elevated PSA levels.21
Additionally, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (USA) will not cover 4Kscore testing under
Medicaid as they found an absence of clinical utility and
had significant issues with validating initial findings,24
therefore this test is not recommended.

Serum liquid testing; Prostate Health Index (PHI)

PHI is a validated test that measures free and total PSA,
and the (-2)pro-PSA isoform to similarly estimate the
risk of harboring Gleason 7 or greater disease. The PHI
test is a commercially available test that outperformed
free/total PSA in distinguishing clinically significant
disease, specifically in men with PSA between
2-10 ng/mL. 25 The PHI and 4Kscore tests both
performed similarly in predicting high-risk prostate
cancer in men in a direct comparison between the two.26
Since the clinical effectiveness of the 4Kscore was not
validated during further investigations, the PHI test
should also be used with caution.

© The Canadian Journal of Urology™; 27(Supplement 1); February 2020
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Serum liquid testing; NK Vue

Natural killer (NK) cells are involved in tumor cell
immunosurveillance and decreased NK cell activity
(NKA) has been associated with prostate cancer. The
NK Vue test involves an in vitro assay using 1 mL of
the patient’s blood. In a small pilot study, NKA was
measured prior to prostate biopsy using the NK Vue
blood test. The study concluded a positive predictive
value of 86% and a negative predictive value of 69% using
a cut off of 200 pg/mL for NKA and that low NKA values
were more likely to be associated with a positive prostate
biopsy.27 NK Vue is an emerging, commercially available
test that is relatively inexpensive and may provide helpful
information in predicting high-grade prostate cancer.

Non-serum liquid testing: Prostate Cancer Antigen
3 (PCA3)

PCA3 is a prostate-specific non-coding mRNA biomarker
that can be measured in urine following prostatic
massage during DRE. Progensa, the commercially
available PCA3 test, was found to be superior to total
and free/total PSA for the detection of prostate cancer
in men with elevated PSA.28,29 The indication for PCA3
testing is in men with a previous negative biopsy result
to determine if a repeat biopsy is necessary. A large
prospective study demonstrated that men with a history
of negative prostate biopsy who scored lower than 25
on the Progensa test were approximately 5 times less
likely to have a positive repeat biopsy when compared
to men who scored 25 or greater.30 The PCA3 test has
not been validated for biopsy-naïve patients i.e. patients
being treated with active surveillance.

ExoDx Prostate Intelliscore (EPI)

EPI combines clinical findings (age, PSA, race, family
history of prostate cancer) with expression of PCA3 and
ERG found within patients’ urine to predict Gleason ≥ 7
disease on biopsy. One advantage of the EPI test is that
it does not require post-DRE urine, which may benefit
patients undergoing testing.32 The test was validated in
1064 patients scheduled for biopsy (≥ 50 years, prostate
cancer free, PSA 2-20 ng/mL).33 When compared with
clinical findings alone, the addition of the PCA3 and
ERG biomarkers in the EPI test was associated with
improved discrimination between Gleason 7 or greater
and Gleason 6 and benign disease (AUC = 0.73, 95% CI:
0.68-0.77 in EPI versus AUC = 0.63, 95% CI: 0.58-0.68 in
clinical findings alone). The authors also concluded that
if the EPI test had determined biopsy decisions in their
study, 27% of biopsies (138 out of 519) would have been
avoided, missing only 5% of patients with Gleason 7
(4+3) disease. EPI is another promising test available that
may reduce the number of unnecessary prostate biopsies
by better discriminating clinically significant disease.
Serum (4Kscore, PHI) and non-serum (PCA3,
SelectMDx, EPI) biomarkers for prostate cancer
detection have become a popular tool in distinguishing
between clinically significant and non-significant
disease. In addition to the patients’ clinical presentation
and findings, these biomarker tests are more effective
than PSA measurements alone in predicting high-grade
disease. These available tools can be used to help guide
clinical decision-making, potentially reducing the
number of unnecessary biopsies performed, Figure 2.

SelectMDx

SelectMDx utilizes clinical findings (PSAD, DRE, PSA,
age, history of biopsy, and family history of prostate
cancer) and RNA levels of HOXC6 and DLX1 genes
measured in post-DRE urine, to predict Gleason ≥ 7
disease on biopsy. Unlike the 4Kscore, SelectMDx
relies less on PSA findings and incorporates unrelated
RNA profiles to assess prostate cancer risk, not limiting
its effectiveness in the select men harboring clinically
significant disease that present with normal PSA profiles.
In a prospective study of 519 patients scheduled for
biopsy, the SelectMDx algorithm achieved an AUC of
0.90 (95% CI, 0.85-0.95) for the detection of high-grade
prostate cancer.31 The study concluded that the algorithm
resulted in better prostate cancer risk stratification when
compared to current clinical practices. Overall, Select
MDx is a promising algorithm that incorporates clinical
findings and biomarkers to predict high-grade prostate
cancer, an additional tool that could reduce the number
of unnecessary prostate biopsies.

Figure 2. Prostate cancer biomarker tests and the decision
points in which they have been validated.
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Prostate risk calculators
The use of nomograms to assess the risk of clinically
significant prostate cancer before biopsy are attractive
as they are easy to use, available online and supplement
the use of PSA alone.7 Among the most widely used
calculators, the PCPT34 and ERSPC35 prostate cancer
risk calculators are the most popular. These and
similar calculators can be used to assess the risk of
harboring clinically significant prostate cancer prior to
biopsy, though a systematic review and meta-analysis
demonstrated that only few of the available calculators
improved the predictive accuracy of PSA testing to
detect clinically significant prostate cancer (among
the few were the PCPT and ERSPC risk calculators).31

Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging
(mpMRI) of the prostate gland
mpMRI combines anatomical and functional MR
sequences to investigate any lesions in the prostate.
The combination of sequences (dynamic contrast
enhancement, T2W-weighted imaging and diffusion
weighted imaging) allows for the interpretation of
any suspicious lesions and may help guide prostate
biopsy.36 Dynamic contrast-enhanced images utilize
IV contrast to assess the vascularity of the prostate.
Prostate cancer tumors can be localized due to increased
blood flow on imaging because of neovascularization
that often accompanies the tumor’s growth. T2Wweighted imaging reflects local tissue water and may
be used to delineate the anatomy of the prostate i.e. the
peripheral and transition zone. Diffusion weighted
imaging analyzes the motion of water molecules. Due
to the relatively increased density of tissue found in
cancer tissue, there is less motion detected on imaging.
This can help localize prostate cancer lesions. These
sequences can combine digitally to generate a 3D
representation of the lesion’s location. Subsequently,
the image can be used to help guide prostate biopsy. If
there is an abnormal finding, ultrasound of the prostate
is digitally mapped with the MRI image in real time
using a fusion software, allowing the operator to target
specific abnormal areas during the biopsy procedure.
The CUA does not recommend mpMRI followed by
targeted biopsy in biopsy-naïve men with an increased
risk of prostate cancer (elevated PSA/risk calculator),
as Cancer Care Ontario released a systematic review
indicating that the diagnostic abilities of mpMRI were
poor to moderate in a biopsy-naïve setting.37 Thus,
systematic TRUS-guided biopsy (with no prior imaging)
remains the gold standard for biopsy-naïve men.
However, in men with a prior negative TRUS-guided
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biopsy who show signs of increased prostate cancer risk
(increasing PSA levels or increasing abnormalities in
DRE), mpMRI followed by targeted biopsy, may prove
helpful in diagnosing more clinically significant prostate
cancer, and fewer low-risk cancers when compared to
patients with a repeat TRUS-guided biopsy.7,38

PIRADs scoring system

The reporting of prostate mpMRI examination is
expressed using the Prostate Imaging – Reporting and
Data System (PIRADS) score. Using parameters such as
T2-weighted, diffusion weighted, and dynamic contrast
enhanced imaging of the mpMRI, a sum is calculated
from values assigned to each variable and is interpreted
according to the PI-RADS classification which ranges
from 1 to 5, with 1 being most probably benign and 5
most probably malignant.39,40 In a phase II retrospective
clinical trial, it was concluded that the global consensus
PIRADS showed high sensitivity and positive predicted
value, reduced surgery for indolent prostate cancer 41,
and improved the diagnosis of clinically significant
prostate cancer when compared to standard diagnostic
tools such as transrectal ultrasound biopsies.

Prostate biopsy
Ultrasound-guided biopsy

In ultrasound-guided biopsy, the standard biopsy
approach in the context of prostate cancer, the operator
uses ultrasound during the procedure to guide their
needle. The most common approach for prostate
sampling is transrectal ultrasound-guided biopsy
(TRUS), while a transperineal approach may be
implemented for men who cannot undergo a transrectal
procedure e.g. anal stenosis.42 TRUS is performed in an
office setting with local anesthesia. Both the ultrasound
probe and biopsy needle are inserted through the
rectum and the prostate is sampled extensively in a
systematic, but blind fashion (the samples taken are
“randomly”). Though some studies suggest that
prostate volume should be taken into account when
performing a biopsy,43 a standard 12 core biopsy
approach is often implemented, sampling from the apex,
base, mid-prostate and lateral aspects of the prostate on
each side. In addition to systematic sampling, specific
guided sampling of abnormal areas (e.g. hypoechoic
regions, DRE, MRI) may be carried out.

Gleason score and new ISUP
The Gleason score system is utilized by pathologists
to grade prostate cancer. When analyzing a prostate
biopsy, there is often variation in regard to the grade
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TABLE 1. Interpretation of ISUP grade groups
					
ISUP grade group
Gleason score equivalent
Risk group
Grade group 1

Gleason score < 6

Low

Grade group 2

Gleason score 7 (3+4)

Intermediate favorable

Grade group 3

Gleason score 7 (4+3)

Intermediate unfavorable

Grade group 4

Gleason score 8

High

Grade group 5

Gleason score 9-10

High

of cancer present between different areas of a single
sample. As such, two grades are assigned to the two
areas that comprise the majority of the cancer within
the sample, grade 1 having the best prognosis, grade
5 having worst. The two grades are added to yield
the Gleason score. When reporting a Gleason score,
the grade of the largest and most abnormal area of the
sample is reported first. For example, a biopsy sample
scored with Gleason 7 (4+3) refers to a lesion that is
primarily comprised of grade 4 findings, while fewer
areas of the lesion are grade 3.44,45
In 2015, the International Society of Urological
Pathologists (ISUP) released a revised and simplified
prostate cancer grading system called the ISUP Grade
Groups. There are 5 grades, 1 through 5. These grades
groups are based on the traditional Gleason score and are
associated with prostate cancer risk groups, Table 1.46,47
Both scoring systems are used in practice.

Conclusion
As Family Physicians, individualized discussions
regarding the pursuit of PSA screening should be
held with all patients meeting CUA prostate cancer
screening guidelines. Asymptomatic men with an
abnormal DRE, and men with PSA > 3 ng/mL, as well
as abnormal serum/non-serum biomarker test results
should receive a referral to a specialist. In addition,
symptomatic men showing signs of lower urinary
tract symptoms (frequency, urgency, incontinence etc.)
should also receive a referral to a specialist. Although
it is recommended by national CUA guidelines for men
50-70 years old, PSA screening remains a controversial
decision. While former kinetics and PSA-based
calculations have helped in the guidance of patient
counseling for prostate biopsy, the emergence of
biomarkers (SelectMDx, etc.) and mpMRI continue
to grow as more specific tools for accurate patient
counseling prior to prostate biopsy. With the wellknown overdiagnosis and overtreatment of Gleason
6 non-significant prostate cancer, these non-invasive
tools are growing in the urological community to assist

in improved patient care and counseling. We hope that
this article will empower Family Physicians to properly
utilize prostate cancer screening modalities; allowing
for appropriate escalation of patients to specialists for
further investigation and management.
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Our objective is to provide an up-to-date summary
of current literature on the indications for androgen
deprivation therapy (ADT), ways in which ADT is used,
and the main side effects associated with its use.
MEDLINE (Pubmed) was searched for relevant papers
published from database inception to May 1, 2019 for
studies evaluating the use of ADT and its associated
adverse events.
ADT is a mainstay in the treatment of prostate cancer
and is used throughout the disease course. While
predominantly used in the metastatic setting, ADT has

Introduction
Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) plays a
significant role in the treatment of men with localized,
recurrent and metastatic prostate cancer. Almost half
of all men treated for prostate cancer receive ADT at
some point in their treatment pathway.1,2 As ADT
can cause significant adverse sequalae and negatively
impact patient’s quality of life it is important for both
the treating urologist and family physician to have
a comprehensive understanding of anticipated side
effects and how best to manage them. This review
will summarize the indications for ADT, methods of
utilization, and ADT’s associated adverse events.

Indications for ADT
Prostate cancer, until the latter stages of the disease, is a
hormone sensitive disease. Huggins and Hodges first
Address correspondence to Dr. Rajiv K. Singal, Division of
Urology, Michael Garron Hospital, 825 Coxwell Avenue, East
York ON M4C 3E7 Canada

a role in the treatment of localized disease and in the
management of recurrent cancer. Intermittent ADT has
an application for a certain subset of men with recurrent
and metastatic disease who have significant side effects.
Associated side effects of ADT are wide ranging and
include osteoporosis with an associated increased fracture
risk, elevated rates of diabetes, metabolic syndrome,
cardiovascular risk, sexual dysfunction and hot flashes.
As ADT has a variety of associated side effects, care for
men receiving ADT is best managed in a multidisciplinary
setting with active participation between the treating
physician (urologist, radiation oncologist) and their
primary care physician.
Key Words: androgen deprivation therapy,
indications, management

illustrated the androgen dependency of prostate cancer
in 1941 by demonstrating that the androgen blockage
achieved through orchiectomy was an effective
treatment for symptomatic, metastatic prostate cancer.3
Since that point in time however, luteinizing hormonereleasing hormone (LHRH) agonists and antagonists
have been developed which allow for the medical
suppression of testosterone; these agents allow for the
reversibility of therapy and avoid the negative physical
and psychological effects of orchiectomy.4-6
ADT (both LHRH agonists and antagonists), due to
prostate cancer’s androgen susceptibility, is a mainstay
of treatment and can be used at different points in the
prostate cancer treatment pathway. In patients with
localized disease pursuing curative intent strategies
(i.e.: surgery or radiation) ADT has been shown to
improve survival when used in conjunction with
radiation therapy for patients with intermediate and
high-risk disease.7 Patients with intermediate risk
disease are typically given a short course of ADT (4-6
months), while those with high-risk disease are treated
for 2-3 years with continuous ADT to help reduce the
risk of recurrence through treatment of occult systemic
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disease.8 In patients with non-metastatic, recurrent
prostate cancer or localized prostate cancer who are
not suitable for curative therapy, ADT should only be
used in patients requiring symptom control, when PSA
> 50 mg/mL or PSA doubling time < 12 months.9,10
The majority of ADT however, is used in the
metastatic prostate cancer setting. Patients with
metastatic, symptomatic disease require immediate
initiation of treatment.4 However, there are no clear
cut offs regarding when to start ADT for those who
have documented metastatic disease but remain
asymptomatic.4 A Cochrane review which included
four randomized controlled trials (all of which were
completed in the pre-PSA era) evaluating immediate
versus deferred ADT demonstrated that there was no
difference in prostate cancer specific survival between
groups although immediate ADT reduced disease
progression.11 The lack of conclusive guidelines is in
part due to poorly conducted trials and heterogeneity
in study populations which have prevented reliable
conclusions to be drawn from their analyses.
Along the disease trajectory, due to long term
androgen deprivation, prostate cancer transforms
from a hormone sensitive state, in which testosterone
blockade is effective at controlling disease, to one
that is castrate resistant. At this point, despite low
levels of testosterone (testosterone < 50 ng/dL or 1.7
nmol/L), the disease begins to progress. In these
cases, additional medications such as docetaxel
(chemotherapy), enzalutamide/abiraterone/
apalutamide/darolutamide (advanced antiandrogens),
radium-223 (bone targeted therapy) are added to the
baseline ADT.4

Utilization of ADT
Continuous versus intermittent ADT

In the setting of metastatic hormone sensitive prostate
cancer, ADT can be administered in either a continuous
or intermittent fashion. Initial interest in intermittent
ADT was driven by a theory that intermittent
androgen deprivation could prolong the time to
castrate resistance and thereby lengthen survival.12
In the largest randomized controlled trial evaluating
intermittent versus continuous ADT, the results were
inconclusive.13 As a non-inferiority trial, Hussain et al
were unable to rule out a 20% increased risk of death
with intermittent therapy compared to continuous.
Moreover, of the 3040 patients recruited, only 1535
were eligible for inclusion, illustrating that at best
only 50% of patients are candidates for intermittent
therapy. A meta-analysis including data from 6856
patients demonstrated no significant difference between
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intermittent and continuous therapy for overall survival
(HR: 1.02; 95%CI: 0.93-1.11), cancer specific survival
(HR: 1.02; 95%CI: 0.87-1.19) or progression free survival
(HR: 0.94; 95%CI: 0.84-1.05).14 Patients, did however,
report a modest improvement in mental health and
sexual function over the short term with intermittent
therapy. To better elucidate the durability of benefits
seen, Hershman et al reported on long term data from
a cohort of patients randomized to intermittent and
continuous ADT. Using 10-year incidence rates they
found that there was no reduction in bone or endocrine
related events but increased incidence of ischemic and
thrombotic events.15 Given the lack of benefit from a
survival perspective and conflicting data with respect to
adverse events intermittent therapy should be reserved
for well-informed patients who have considerable side
effects secondary to ADT.

Side effects of ADT and their management:
Bone health

ADT is associated with a decrease in bone mineral
density (BMD) as well as an increased risk of
fracture. Several prospective studies have shown
that BMD decreases by 5%-10% in the first year after
starting ADT.16-19 In retrospective studies using large
administrative datasets, ADT use resulted in a small,
but statistically significant increase in fracture rates.20
Smith et al, reported that patients on ADT were at
1.14 times the risk of fracture than those unexposed to
ADT after controlling for age, race and incident bone
metastases.21 In a more recent propensity matched
retrospective study, patients on ADT were found to
have 1.39 times the risk of fractures compared to their
unexposed controls.2 Moreover, the fracture risk
increases with longer duration of ADT use.20
As a result of the risk of declining BMD secondary
to ADT use, existing literature recommends screening
for baseline BMD at the time of ADT initiation to allow
for risk stratification.4 A retrospective study from the
Veterans Administration demonstrates that only 20%
of patients initiated on ADT undergo BMD screening.22
In a large retrospective study using a administrative
database, the involvement of a primary care provider
greatly increased the likelihood of BMD testing
compared to when a urologist alone cared for the
patient.23 Recognition and management of decreased
BMD is important in this patient population since the
development of a fracture is associated with decreased
overall survival.24
Patients on ADT are routinely recommended to
supplement their diet with calcium and vitamin D.
However, there are no randomized trials that have
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demonstrated whether supplementation improves
BMD in this population. Currently the National
Osteoporosis Foundation recommendations a daily
calcium intake of at least 1200 mg (from diet and
supplements) and daily vitamin D supplement of
800-1000 IU for all men over the age of 50.25 These
recommendations would seem appropriate for men
receiving ADT as well.
Various agents are available to help manage the
deleterious bone health effects of ADT. Randomized
trials have demonstrated that bisphosphonates are
effective at increasing BMD or reducing the loss of
BMD in patients on ADT. In a 2001 study evaluating
pamidronate 60 mg every 12 weeks, there was a 3.3%
decrease in BMD in the lumbar spine, 2.1% in the
trochanter and 1.8% in the hip in patients randomized
to ADT alone versus those receiving ADT plus
pamidronate.26 In a study evaluating risedronate
versus placebo, patients in the placebo arm were
found to have decreased BMD versus stable BMD in
the risedronate group.27 A meta-analysis including
data from 2634 patients showed treatment with
bisphosphonates resulted in increased BMD, whereas
patients treated with placebo had decreased BMD.28
Moreover, the use of bisphosphonates were shown
to reduce the risk of fractures (RR: 0.80, p = 0.005)
and a formal diagnosis of osteoporosis (RR: 0.39,
p < 0.001).28
Denosumab is a human monoclonal antibody
directed against RANK-L (receptor activator of nuclear
factor kB ligand), which is a key mediator of osteoclast
formation, function and survival. A 2009 randomized
study found that denosumab increased BMD in the
lumbar spine at 2 years by 5.6% compared with a 1% loss
in the placebo group (p < 0.001).29 Similar improvements
in BMD were seen in the hip, femoral head and radius.
Moreover, denosumab use led to decreased vertebral
fractures at 3 years (1.5% versus 3.9%; RR: 0.38; 95%CI:
0.19-0.78; p = 0.006).
As men who receive ADT experience greater BMD
loss than normal and are therefore at higher risk for
fractures, current National Comprehensive Cancer
Network guidelines suggest ensuring adequate intake
of calcium and vitamin D and obtaining a baseline BMD
test to determine baseline risk for patients on long term
ADT.30 In one study the provision of focused education
on bone health was associated with a trend towards
improved adherence to vitamin D and calcium intake.31
Further treatment with bisphosphonates (aldendronate,
zoledronic acid) or denosumab is recommended for men
with a T score ≤ -2.0 at the lumbar spine, femoral neck or
hip or if the 10-year risk of fracture is greater than 20% for
any major fracture or greater than 3% for hip fracture.30

Metabolic consequences

The use of ADT has known metabolic consequences.
This is supported by both prospective and population
level evidence. Several small, prospective studies
found that the use of ADT was associated with weight
gain, increased body fat percentage, greater insulin
resistance and elevated fasting glucose levels.32-34
The link between ADT use and diabetes risk raised
by the smaller, initial studies was later confirmed
by several large population-based studies. In one
study, the US-based SEER-Medicare database was
used, including over 70,000 men over the age of 65
with prostate cancer; they found a 44% increased
risk of incident diabetes in the cohort being treated
with ADT. 35 Another study using the Veterans
Administration database, reported similar findings; in
men treated with ADT there was a 28% increased risk
of incident diabetes.36 Finally, using an administrative
database from Ontario, Canada over 19,000 men
over the age of 66 treated with > 6 months of ADT or
bilateral orchiectomy were examined.37,38 The receipt
of ADT or bilateral orchiectomy was associated with an
increased risk of diabetes (HR: 1.24; 95%CI: 1.15-1.35).
The diagnosis of metabolic syndrome requires the
presence of three of five criteria: 1) serum triglycerides
> 150 mg/dL (1.7 mmol/L), 2) high density lipoprotein
(HDL) < 40 mg/dL (1.0 mmol/L), 3) fasting serum glucose
> 110 mg/dL (6.1 mmol/L), 4) waist circumference
> 102 cm, and 5) blood pressure ≥ 130/85.39 ADT has
been shown to increase waist circumference secondary
to weight gain and risk of diabetes. Triglycerides have
also been shown to be affected by ADT; triglycerides of
patients on ADT increased by 26.5% (± 10%; p = 0.01)
after 1 year of treatment.32 Metabolic syndrome as a
composite outcome was assessed by Braga-Basaria et
al, illustrating that metabolic syndrome was present in
more than 50% of patients treated with long term ADT.
The main drivers of the metabolic syndrome diagnosis
were abdominal obesity, hyperglycemia, and elevated
triglycerides.40
The impact of exercise in the setting of ADT has
been evaluated. Galvao et al conducted a randomized,
multicentre trial evaluating supervised exercise
versus physical activity with printed material in men
previously treated with ADT. Improvements were seen
in cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength, and selfreported physical functioning.41 However, no significant
differences were found between groups with respect to
total body weight or waist circumference. The patients
receiving supervised exercise sessions had increased
HDL levels at 1 year (0.13 mmol/L; p = 0.001). As a
result of this and other smaller studies which showed
mixed results,42,43 it is not entirely clear what degree
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of benefit is derived from exercise in the prevention
or treatment of metabolic syndrome. However, the
recommendation for routine physical activity is sensible.
Due to the increased risk of insulin resistance and
incident diabetes while receiving ADT, these men
could be considered high risk and thus screened as
such.44 Regular blood glucose monitoring of patients
with pre-existing diabetes to ensure adequate control
is maintained would also be prudent. Triglyceride
abnormalities should be treated as per guidelines to
minimize cardiovascular risk.

Cardiovascular disease

The link between ADT and cardiovascular disease has
evolved over the past two decades. The first study
to evaluate the association was a SEER-Medicare
study which evaluated over 70,000 men with prostate
cancer.35 Keating et al found that men receiving LHRH
agonists had a 16% increased risk of coronary heart
disease, an 11% increased risk of myocardial infarction
(MI) and a 16% increased risk of sudden cardiac death
compared to prostate cancer patients not on ADT. The
association between ADT and increased cardiovascular
risk was reproduced in a later study which showed
that patients with newly diagnosed prostate cancer
receiving LHRH agonists experienced a 20% increase
in cardiovascular mortality over a 5 year follow up
period.45 These publications led to a FDA imposed
modification of ADT drug labels to include the risk of
cardiovascular outcomes secondary to therapy.46
However, not all studies reproduced evidence of
this association. Alibhai et al retrospectively evaluated
records for approximately 20,000 men in Ontario
and did not find evidence of an association between
ADT and acute MI (HR: 0.91; 95%CI: 0.84-1.00) or
sudden cardiac death (HR: 0.96; 95%CI: 0.83-1.10).37
Furthermore, four post-hoc analyses of randomized
controlled trials reported no association between ADT
and cardiovascular mortality.47-50 These findings were
supported by a meta-analysis of eight randomized
controlled trials which found that there was no
difference in risk of CV death in patients receiving ADT
versus those who did not (RR: 0.93; 95%CI: 0.79-1.10;
p = 0.41).51
The relationship between ADT and cardiovascular
events has also been examined accounting for a patient’s
baseline cardiovascular risk. Two retrospective studies
found that ADT use was associated with increased
risk of all-cause mortality only among patients with
a previous myocardial infarction or diagnosis of
congestive heart failure.52,53 However, this link is not
definitive as a large SEER-Medicare study found that
baseline comorbidity did not modify impact of ADT
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on the risk of MI54 and re-analysis of two randomized
trials stratifying by morbidity did not find that men
with pre-existing cardiovascular disease had excess
cardiovascular deaths.48,49
The difficulty in interpreting these conflicting
studies stems from the heterogeneity of patient
populations, outcome definitions and study design.
The only studies to show a relationship between ADT
and increased cardiovascular risk feature observational
designs whereas, no re-analysis of randomized trial
data has yielded evidence of an association. However,
no clinical trial was specifically designed to evaluate
cardiovascular risk and therefore the limitations
inherent to post hoc analyses must be appreciated.
The mechanism for association between ADT and
cardiovascular disease may be linked to metabolic
effects which have been more conclusively delineated.
Therefore, management of metabolic syndrome may
help to mitigate increased cardiovascular risk if there
is a true association.44
In the above-mentioned trials, the majority of
patients were receiving LHRH agonists and therefore
studies have sought to determine if LHRH antagonists
may have a different risk profile. A pooled analysis
including six randomized trials of degarelix (LHRH
antagonist) versus leuprolide (LHRH agonist) found
that degarelix was associated with a lower risk of
cardiovascular events (HR: 0.60; 95%CI: 0.38-0.94;
p = 0.025); degarelix was found to be even more
protective in patients with baseline cardiovascular
disease compared to leuprolide (HR: 0.476; 95%CI:
0.260-0.871; p = 0.016) (55). Care should be taken
when interpreting these results since it was a post hoc
analysis, but it suggests that for patients with baseline
cardiovascular disease, LHRH antagonists may be the
preferred method of testosterone suppression.

Sexual dysfunction:

Sexual dysfunction affects over 90% of men receiving
ADT.56 For patients who have already received primary
therapy, sexual function may already be significantly
affected, and the addition of ADT further exacerbates
pre-existing problems. ADT, because its very nature
of sharply reducing testosterone levels, is associated
with a decrease in sexual desire and erectile function.44
Limited options are available to mitigate the sexual
side effects of ADT. Intermittent ADT, by allowing
for testosterone recovery in between treatment cycles,
may allow a select group of patients reprieve from the
sexual side effects. Crook et al demonstrated that men
on intermittent therapy had greater desire for sexual
activity compared to men on continuous therapy57
and Hussain et al demonstrated that erectile function
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was significantly better in the intermittent group.13
However, intermittent therapy is not suitable for all
patients and the trade off between adverse sexual side
effects and oncological control needs to be balanced.

Hot flashes

Hot flashes, described as sudden sweating and facial
discomfort, affect up to 80% of patients treated with
ADT.58 For some patients, these flashes are debilitating
while for others they are simply a nuisance. Conservative
management is initially the first recommendation
for management of hot flashes including limiting
exposure to potential triggers (i.e.: heating, or spicy
foods).59 Various medications are available to reduce
the frequency and severity of hot flashes. A randomized
controlled trial demonstrated that venlafaxine,
cyproterone acetate and medroxyprogesterone all led
to improvements within 1 month of initiation and can
be considered for bothersome symptoms.60

Conclusion
ADT is an important treatment modality in the
management of prostate cancer. However, it is known
to be associated with a variety of potential negative
sequalae. The impact of ADT on bone health, metabolic
syndrome risk, cardiovascular disease risk, sexual
function and the development of hot flashes has been
illustrated. Strategies for mitigating adverse side effects
are available but require a wide range of expertise to
do so effectively. A model of collaborative care that
includes a patient and his partner, his urologist, radiation
oncologist and family physician can help to optimize
outcomes in treating men with prostate cancer.
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The two major long-term concerns associated with
different options for the management of prostate cancer,
(including surgery, radiotherapy, brachytherapy,
cryotherapy, HIFU, etc.) include difficulties with
lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) and/or erectile
dysfunction.
LUTS can be in the form of stress urinary incontinence
(SUI), urge urinary incontinence (UUI), frequency/
urgency, and/or voiding difficulties. While surgery is
mostly associated with SUI and radiation mostly results
in UUI, there can be an overlap. Incontinence rates
after cryotherapy and high intensity focused ultrasound
(HIFU) are generally very low. Voiding difficulties can
also happen after the above-mentioned options.
Treatment of SUI can start with pelvic floor muscle
exercises (PFME), penile clamps or urethral plugs. If these

fail to provide satisfactory results the surgical options
could include: urethral bulking agents, male slings, and
artificial urinary sphincter (AUS). Surgical options are
usually not recommended during the first 6-12 months
after radical prostatectomy.
Management of frequency, urgency and/or UUI can
also be started with lifestyle modifications and PFME.
Oral agents (anticholinergics and β3-agonists) are also
considered before proceeding to third line options, such
as Botox injection or sacral neuromodulation.
The treatment options for ED resulting from the
treatment of prostate cancer can include oral PDE5-I as
the first line, local therapy as the second (such as MUSE,
intracavernosal injections, and perhaps low intensity
shock wave therapy) and finally surgery as the third line.
Standard questionnaires and patient reported outcome
measurement tools should be used for the assessment of
LUTS and erectile dysfunction prior and after initiation
of treatment to guide the management.
Key Words: LUTS, incontinence, prostate cancer,
management

Introduction

Urinary incontinence

Management of prostate cancer continues to evolve
towards ever more favorable oncologic outcomes.
In this context, the patients’ quality of life has
become of primary importance as part of their cancer
survivorship. Regardless of the treatment modality
chosen for prostate cancer (radical prostatectomy,
brachytherapy, external radiation therapy, high
intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), cryotherapy,
etc.), two main complications following treatment
include bothersome lower urinary tract symptoms
(LUTS) and erectile dysfunction.

Although it is generally believed that new techniques
for nerve-sparing radical prostatectomy (RP) have
helped to reduce the incidence of post-prostatectomy
urinary incontinence, the reported incontinence rates
are widely different and may reach figures as high as
69%, depending on definitions and questionnaires
used. 1,2 The widely accepted definition of postprostatectomy incontinence (PPI) is a persistent
stress urinary incontinence (SUI) over 1 year after
prostatic surgery, assuming conservative therapy
failure.3 Having said that, SUI is not the only type of
incontinence after RP and patients can also experience
urge urinary incontinence (UUI). According to latest
reports, 29% of patients experience storage symptoms
after RP and 6% report urgency urinary incontinence.4
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The etiology of post-prostatectomy incontinence
(PPI) can be multifactorial. These include mechanisms
that affect sphincteric function or those that affect
bladder function (resulting in impaired bladder
compliance, detrusor over- or underactivity). Among
these two, sphincter insufficiency is assumed to be
the most important reason for incontinence after RP,
resulting in SUI.5,6 Many factors such as age or history
of transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP), can
influence the continence rate after RP.2
Radiotherapy (RT) can also damage bladder wall
function through impairment of blood circulation due
to endarteritis within the detrusor with subsequent
apoptosis and ultimately tissue loss.7 These differences
in pathophysiology are reflected in clinical features of
LUTS following radiotherapy. In other words, while
RP mostly causes SUI (starting in the early period
after the operation), urinary symptoms following RT
usually manifest as overactive bladder symptoms such
as frequency, urgency or urge urinary incontinence
(UUI). Brachytherapy can also cause LUTS. One large
study of 2461 men after brachytherapy with or without
external radiation showed that during 6.4 years of
follow up, the incidence of UUI was about three times
the incidence of SUI.8 Patients who have received RT
can also experience bladder outlet obstruction with
symptoms such as hesitancy, weak urinary stream
and intermittency. These can progress until 5 years
after external radiotherapy or brachytherapy.7,9 Later
complications of RT can include urethral strictures,
leading to urinary retention, and hematuria due to
radiation cystitis.
Incontinence rates after cryotherapy and high
intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) are generally
low and mostly depend on the volume of ablation
(focal versus whole gland ablation). According to
the report from the national Cryo On-Line Database
(COLD) registry which contained information on
5853 patients, the rate of urinary incontinence after
cryotherapy is 1.6% for focal ablation and 3.1 for whole
gland ablation.10 Similar degree of incontinence after
HIFU was reported by several studies.11,12
Treatment of urinary incontinence depends on
its clinical appearance (SUI versus UUI and OAB
symptoms), regardless of prostate cancer treatment
modality. The treatment options for SUI can be
generally divided into two categories of conservative
versus surgical options. Conservative methods such as
pelvic floor muscle exercises, pad use, penile clamps or
urethral plugs are considered the first line of treatment.
If these fail to provide satisfactory results the surgical
options could include: urethral bulking agents, male
slings, and artificial urinary sphincter (AUS). Surgical
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options are usually not recommended during the
first 6-12 months after RP, to allow for spontaneous
recovery and maximum improvement of continence.
Following the initial period, repeated assessment of
incontinence severity helps to make a decision and
to choose a certain type of surgical option. While
urethral bulking agents and sling operations are
suitable for mild to moderate cases of SUI, the AUS
is recommended for more severe incontinence. Both
pelvic floor muscle exercises and pharmacotherapy can
be considered for overactive bladder (OAB) symptoms
including UUI.

Pelvic floor muscle exercise
Pelvic floor muscle training (PFMT) is defined as “any
program of repeated voluntary PFM contractions
taught by a health-care professional.” It is well
understood by urologists that PFMT improves urethral
stability and increases urethral closure pressure,
which in turn helps with the improvement of SUI.
Interestingly this is a treatment modality that can
also improve OAB symptoms, including UUI, by
inhibiting involuntary detrusor contractions (IBC).
Patients may undergo office biofeedback or be
referred to a physiotherapist who specializes in the
pelvic floor. After providing appropriate instructions,
patients can continue with PFME without any medical
assistance. Unfortunately not everyone responds to
PFMT.13 According to the recent Cochrane report of
2736 patients treated by PFME for post-prostatectomy
incontinence, there was only moderate evidence for an
overall benefit from PFMEs compared with the control
group.14 Another interesting conclusion was obtained
in a recent meta-analysis of PFME programs. The
relative risk of continence in the PFME group versus
control group was 2.16 at 3 months postoperatively.
While at 12 months postoperatively this rate was
reduced to 1.23. This indicates that PFME during the
first year only helps to reach the maximum possible
improvements faster.15

Penile compression device (penile clamp) for
SUI
During the first 6-12 months after RP, or in patients
who are not willing to have another surgery for
correction of their SUI, or those who are not fit for
additional operations penile compression devices are
suitable options. They are available in different designs
and sizes and can be purchased anonymously. The
clamp is placed around the penis and mechanically
compresses the urethra. Use of penile clamps help
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to reduce the Incontinence Impact Questionnaire
scores.16 Although none of them completely eliminated
urine loss, the devices are well tolerated and improve
patients’ confidence and tolerance of physical activity.
However, complications such as pain, urethral erosion,
obstruction, and edema have been reported with long
term use.17 These devices should be used only in men
who have normal penile skin and who have sufficient
cognitive function and dexterity to open and close
the device. Also, the patients have to be instructed to
remove the clamp in regular (2-3 hourly) intervals to
empty the bladder and restore blood flow in the penis.16
An alternative containment strategy includes the use of
condom catheters. A specially designed condom with
inner adhesive may be rolled onto a flaccid penis and the
open end can drain into tubing connected to a leg bag.

Pharmacotherapy
Although it is generally believed that urinary
incontinence after RP is a result of damage to the
urinary sphincter mechanism and no medications
have proven to restore this function, there is evidence
of additional lower urinary tract disorders, which
may play at least a small part in incontinence. Those
include impaired compliance and detrusor overactivity
(DO).18 The rationale of pharmacotherapy is based on
improving these disorders. Antimuscarinic drugs,
β3 agonists and duloxetine have been proposed as
medical treatments for these scenarios.19
Antimuscarinic and β3 agonists medication, are
known as the second-line treatment for DO after
PFMT, and may also be used in mixed urinary
incontinence. The literature search identified a limited
number of studies regarding the use of antimuscarinic
medications after prostate cancer treatment; however,
one can assume these medications to be also effective
in treating OAB symptoms after prostate cancer
treatment. The largest randomized double-blind
study was in 640 patients. Patients were randomized
to solifenacin 5 mg daily or placebo for 12 weeks in
an early post-prostatectomy period. In results, the
continence rate was 29% in the treatment group versus
21% in the placebo group.20 Mirabegron (Myrbetriq) is
a β3 agonist, with efficacy similar to antimuscarinics
but with fewer side effects. There is no data available
on its use in the post-prostate cancer population.
Duloxetine is a serotonin and norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitor with influence on Onuf’s nucleus
in the sacral spinal cord. It provides stimulation of the
pudendal nerve, increasing tonus of urethral sphincter
and relaxing the detrusor muscle. Duloxetine has
been mostly studied in treatment of female stress

incontinence. According to most studies where
duloxetine was investigated as a treatment option
for post RP incontinence during the first 12 months,
continence rates were similar to PFME or showed
minimal additional effect. The most common reported
side effects of duloxetine are fatigue, dry mouth,
nausea, and constipation with controversial reports
about discontinuation rates.19
In conclusion, there is not enough evidence
to recommend the use of these medications as a
standard treatment of post-prostate cancer treatment
incontinence.

Surgical treatment (for SUI, frequency/
urgency, and/or UUI)
When conservative treatment fails, surgery is still the
treatment of choice, although there is no accepted
guideline on when surgical treatment should be
performed. Currently artificial urinary sphincter
(AUS) is considered as the gold standard treatment for
patients suffering from post-prostate cancer treatment
incontinence. This is based on multiple studies showing
acceptable long-term success rates among the other
options. Other options, such as bulking agents and
male slings can be applied as less invasive alternatives
in selected patients. The most important factor for
choosing among these surgical options is the severity
of incontinence. In order to determine the degree of
incontinence, some authors suggest using pad weight
test, so-called 24 h pad test, to determine the degree of
incontinence. To make the right decision about surgical
treatment options, it has been generally accepted
to divide the incontinence into mild (< 100 gm/24
hours), moderate (100-400 gm/24 hours) and severe
(> 400 gm/24 hours). However, variation in activity
level can lead to significant differences in 24 hour pad
weights from one day to another and that is why many
physicians refused the test and continue to rely on the
patient’s description of pad number and wetness.21
Indeed, the size and type of pad and frequency of pad
exchanging may be variable, but this information,
received from the patient, helps to recognize his
perception of the severity of incontinence. For example,
if a patient uses several large pads or diapers, which are
always wet, that may indicate severe incontinence. In
contrast, wearing one or a few small pads per day can
be classified as mild or mild-moderate incontinence.22
In a recent US national database study of 1246
patients who were operated upon due to SUI, it was
shown that 34.9% of patients received an AUS, 36.4%
were treated with urethral slings, and 28.7% received
a urethral bulking agent.23
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To date, the AMS 800 is the most commonly
used artificial urinary sphincter (Boston Scientific,
Marlborough, MA, USA). This AUS is made up of
three parts: urethral cuff which wraps around the
urethra to control the flow of urine; a pump which is
placed in the scrotum and helps to move fluid into or
away from the urethral cuff; and a balloon or reservoir
which holds the fluid when the urethral cuff is deflated,
which is placed beneath abdominal muscles. Reported
continence rates vary between different studies from
55% to 86%.1 These disparities resulted from lack of
universal definition of treatment success as well as a
different number of patients with negative predictive
features such as radiation or cryotherapy as an etiology
of incontinence.24,25 Despite high rates of patient
satisfaction, it has a risk of unique AUS complications
including the risk of infection (up to 16%), urethral
erosion (up to 13 %) and mechanical failure (up to
6.3%).1,26,27 The second common AUS device ZSI 375,
recently introduced in clinical practice, has reported
a similar success rate.28 But in contrast to AMS 800 it
does not have the balloon (reservoir) and therefore
does not require an additional abdominal incision. For
that reason it has a lower risk of mechanical failures
(3.4%).28
In the last decades, synthetic mesh male slings
(MS) for SUI have become more popular due to its
lower cost, less invasiveness and due to the fact that
they do not require mechanical manipulation while
voiding. The success rate varies from 50% to 90%29-32
according to the definition of continence and type of
device. Even though this outcome seems similar to the
success rate of AUS, it has to be kept in mind that MS
study cohorts have been different from AUS cohorts.
Most urologists concluded that in order to improve
the outcomes, careful patient selection is obligatory.
The proper candidate should have a mild to moderate
degree of SUI, adequate detrusor contraction with no
history of radiation treatment in the pelvic area.33
The MS can be divided into adjustable or nonadjustable types which in turn divided into several
subtypes determined by fixation mechanism and
anatomical position.33 The adjustable MS can be
easily modified to elevate the urethral compression if
incontinence does not resolve. With this rationale, it
has at least a theoretical advantage over non-adjustable
MS. However, no significant differences have been
observed in the clinical outcomes or patient satisfaction
rates when comparing these devices.29,30
At the present time, the AdVance XP sling (Boston
Scientific, Marlborough, MA, USA) is the most
frequently worldwide used retro-urethral transobturator sling which consists of a polypropylene mesh
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that is placed under the membranous urethra through a
trans-obturator approach.33 The concept of the urethral
sling is to reposition the bulbar urethra by a distance of
3-4 cm which produces additional functional resistance
to the posterior urethra and provides support for the
external sphincter complex.34
The overall complication rate for the AdVance sling
was reported at 12.3%. Major early postoperative
complications include transient urinary retention
requiring temporary re-catheterization (2.7%-15.1%),
local infection (1.7%-6.4%) and perineal pain (4%-17%).
Late complications are mesh erosions (1.9%-12.8%) into
bladder or urethra that are most commonly found in
patients who have received radiation therapy.35
Another type of inflatable continence devices
called ProACT consists of two silicone balloons on
the proximal end and a titanium port in the distal end.
The two balloons are implanted just below the bladder
neck, one on each side, through a trans-cutaneous
access in the perineal area under fluoroscopy or transrectal ultrasound guide. The balloons can be inflated
or deflated to compress the urethral lumen just below
the bladder neck.33 The technical ease of insertion
and the lack of circumferential urethral dissection are
proposed advantages of ProACT device. Despite the
initial high cure rate, more than a third of patients were
dissatisfied with the surgical outcome in the long term.
In one long term study, it has been found that only 45%
of patients remained satisfied with ProACT device at
a median follow up of 57 months.36 However, given
its minimally invasive nature, this device may provide
some benefit for additional improvement of continence
in case of persistent or recurrent incontinence after
sling implantation. Common complications of ProACT
device include balloon migration, pain, infection, and
recurrent incontinence.
Several types of bulking agents have been proposed
for SUI, such as macroplastique, collagen, bulkamide
hydrogel and dextranomer/hyaluronic acid copolymer.
In the case of post–prostate cancer treatment incontinence,
they are injected submucosally in the anastomosis region
in an attempt to enhance coaptation of the urethra.19
In general, these agents have been shown to have low
and short lasting effects and recommended in very
certain scenarios. One of these indications is recurrent
or persistent incontinence after male sling operations.
In this case, 80% of men required no further treatment
for PPI. Given its low invasive nature, only low-grade
complications were reported in 10% of patients.37
Surgical options for the management of OAB
symptoms could include botox injection or sacral
neuromodulation. The details of these options are out
of scope of this article.
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Erectile dysfunction
Erectile dysfunction (ED) after treatment of prostate
cancer is a significant quality of life problem for
patients and their healthcare providers.
One of the “gold standard” treatment options for
localized prostate cancer is RP, which has established long
term oncologic benefits.38 ED is a common side effect of
the surgery, and given the trend towards being younger
at the time of diagnosis and treatment with excellent
survival rates, ED becomes a primary concern after RP for
many men. The literature reports have a wide variation
in erectile function recovery (EFR) rate following RP. In
one previous meta-analysis of 22 relevant studies, the rate
of EFR ranged from 25% to 78% in an 18 month follow up
period after RP. Open RP and traditional laparoscopic RP
had similar EFR (57% versus 58%), while robot-assisted
RP resulted in a higher EFR rate, 73% compared with
these other approaches. Patients < 60 years old had
a higher EFR rate than patients ≥ 60 years, with EFR
being 77% versus 61% respectively.39 In a more recent
study, the authors used more strict definitions of ED and
assessed the number of patients who returned to having
baseline erections after RP during 24 months without
the use of any medications for ED and compared the
results before and after RP. They found that only 22% of
patients returned to their baseline erectile function (EF)
without the use of medication. Of note, only 4% of men
who were ≥ 60 years of age with functional erections
prior to surgery achieved their baseline EF without the
use of medication.40
The introduction of robotic surgery has led to
further evolution of the RP technique. This allows for
more precise identification of the periprostatic fascia,
thus providing a higher degree of preservation of the
periprostatic neurovascular tissue. While most studies
have shown a higher EFR rate in robotic surgery, a
recent study from a high-volume center, has shown
that EFR has not changed over the last decade. With
the recovery rates during the last decade being 27%
and 34% at 1 and 2 year post-RP respectively.41
The second common type of prostate cancer
treatment is radiation therapy (RT), which can be
external or internal (brachytherapy) radiation with
different modalities and radiation dose rates. In
contrast to radical prostatectomy, where ED is evident
soon after the operation, radiation-based treatments
lead to slowly declining EF over 1 to 3 years. Survival
rates of prostate cancer patients are high and within
3-5 years of completing treatment, approximately
one-half of these patients will develop ED.42 There are
several new techniques for external RT that allow for
the delivery of higher doses of radiation with better

cancer control rates and fewer side effects, such as
intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) or
stereotactic radiation therapy. However, according
to several reports, EFR rates were not much different
from rates following different types of external RT or
brachytherapy.42,43
In brief, erection is achieved through five phases:
initial filling, partial erection, full erection, rigid
erection, and return to flaccid state. Psychological or
physical sexual stimulation leads to smooth muscle
relaxation of the arteries, which allows an increase
in blood flow to the corpora cavernosa. Full erection
occurs when full rigidity is obtained. During a return
to a flaccid state, muscle contractions result in the
increased venous outflow and decreasing penile
length and girth.44 Supposed mechanisms of ED
after RP or RT rely on neuronal and vascular damage,
which can lead to ED through smooth muscle atrophy
of the corpora cavernosa, similar to other muscles
that atrophy when they are unused.42 Both in-vitro
and in-vivo studies support the theory that penile
hypoxia results in collagen accumulation, smoothmuscle apoptosis and ultimately cavernosal fibrosis.
Finally, these changes within the corpus cavernosum
contribute to venous leakage and permanent ED, even
if the normal function of the nerves return.45
Ablative therapy (whole gland or focal) was
introduced with the hope of avoiding some of the
adverse effects of radical therapy including ED, bladder
or bowel dysfunction and urinary incontinence.
Ablative therapies refer to a group of minimally
invasive modalities, which aim for either total, subtotal
or focal ablation (or destruction) of the prostate gland.
Currently, apart from cryotherapy and HIFU, which
have been investigated within the context of clinical
trials, none of the others have been used in daily
practice.46 Currently, ED rates after ablative therapy is
not interpretable, as many studies within the existing
literature either use their own definitions of ED or use
no definition at all.47 Cryotherapy was one of the first
ablative techniques to be introduced. It induces cell
lysis by cooling tissues down to –40°C. Autonomic
dysfunction occurs if the nearby neurovascular tissue
reaches 20°C, which may explain the high rates of
ED observed after cryotherapy. With HIFU, focused
ultrasound energy results in tissue ablation via thermal
coagulation, necrosis, and acoustic cavitation. It has
the potential of more precise ablation than cryotherapy
but many men report ED nevertheless.48
In a study that compared cryotherapy with HIFU
in cases of whole gland ablation in patients with
good pretreatment EF, there was a significant fall
in International Index of Erectile Function (IIEF-5) in
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both groups at 6 months. The fall from baseline was
statistically greater for whole gland cryotherapy than
whole gland HIFU at all time follow up points. There
was a minimal improvement from the initial fall in IIEF-5
during the 24 months for both modalities.12 On the other
hand, focal ablation has a less detrimental effect on EF.49
Interestingly, in one non-randomized comparative study,
the whole gland HIFU was found to be associated with
better EF than both focal and whole gland cryotherapy.12
In a recent meta-analysis of ablative therapy outcomes,
five cryotherapy studies and only two HIFU studies
provided information on ED. In cases of cryotherapy,
the data showed a lower rate of ED compared to those
receiving RP at 1 year, but the difference was not
statistically significant. However, analysis of the above
mentioned HIFU studies showed a statistically less ED
following HIFU comparing to RP.46
The treatment options for ED in post-prostate cancer
treatment patients are not different from the options for
common ED. Traditional three lines of recommended
treatment can be applied in most cases. These include
oral therapy as the first line, local therapy as second
and operative treatment as the third line.50
Integral to the discussion on ED treatment is an
understanding of how EF is assessed. Although
several validated questionnaires have been developed
specifically to assess the EF after prostate cancer
treatment, regular International Index of Erectile,
Function (IIEF) test and its variation are possible and
effective to use for a quick assessment both before and
after treatment, due to their simplicity and familiarity
to general care practitioners. IIEF-5, also named Sexual
Health Inventory For Men (SHIM) is an abbreviated
version of the IIEF consisting of 5 questions, which is
easier to implement in the clinical setting than the full
version of the IIEF.51 Generally, a score > 21 is considered
to represent a normal EF.
Given pathophysiology of ED, the treatment
strategy aims to improve oxygenation of cavernosal
tissue and prevent structural changes by providing
better blood supply. Thus, it has been proposed that
using pharmacological or mechanical treatment for ED
before, during and after prostate cancer treatment will
improve blood supply and prevent cavernosal fibrosis.
This concept, also named as “penile rehabilitation” or
“erectile function rehabilitation”, has been developed
to specifically treat ED following radical prostatectomy,
but can be applied to other prostate cancer treatment
approaches too. Despite this, no official definition or
widely accepted treatment plan has been established.45
A variety of treatment regimens have been introduced
as penile rehabilitation strategies using PDE5i.
According to the American Urological Association
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(AUA) meta-analyses that compared several penile
rehabilitation regimens, including PDE5i and placebo
among men who had RP indicate no difference in
rates of restored EF between groups. In addition,
early administration of PDE5i does not improve later
responses to these medications compared to early
administration of placebo.
A new useful algorithm to care for sexual dysfunction
following prostate cancer treatment was recently
developed by Canadian men’s sexual health experts
and published in Canadian Urological Association
journal in December 2018.52 This algorithm was based
on a complex approach, which may be tailored to the
individual patient (and partner) presentation. The
baseline recommendations for all patients are attempts
to perform a regular sexual activity (at least once a
week) and involve the sexual partner in the treatment
process. The algorithm divides into three sections. The
first section includes recommendations for using PDE5i,
ICI, MUSE or VED. Choosing certain conservative
options depends on the type of prostate cancer treatment
received (radiation versus surgery with different levels
of cavernous nerve sparing), followed by the desired
level of invasiveness (a mechanical device, medication
or intracavernous injection).52 Surgical options including
rigid or inflatable penile prosthesis, are recommended
as the final treatment line. These are usually not
recommended during the early post-surgical phases to
allow for natural recovery.50
The second section of the algorithm provides
treatment recommendations according to time: pre- or
post-prostate cancer treatment and according to patient
goals for erectile recovery (long term versus short term).
The third section of the algorithm is based on providing
patients with an expected erection recovery timeline.
This is intended to help patients realize the real time of
the recovery process. Thus, even using pharmaceutical
mechanical tools for ED after RP, some early recovery of
mild to moderate erection is expected within 4 months
after the operation in less than 10% of patients.52

Conclusion
In conclusion, similar to common ED, management of
post-prostate cancer treatment ED can be initiated by
general physicians by starting oral therapy and referring
the patient to the urologist in refractory cases for a
second and third line therapy. In such model, general
physicians, using the algorithm suggested by Canadian
men’s sexual health experts, can start the ‘’rehabilitation
treatment’’ and, given longstanding relationships with
the patient they can provide an important therapeutic
impact that eventually improves clinical results.
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